Speed

Precision

Find
what
you
need

As the premier provider of medical reprints, the reprints
Warehouse website will find you the articles you need.

Efficiency

reprintsWarehouse.com
Finding every article containing supporting evidence for your product can be a real challenge. But with
reprintsWarehouse.com, the task is a great deal simpler.
Our team of experts monitors over 500 peer-reviewed medical journals to find published content relevant
to your drug or device, with a back-file of articles stretching back several years. Searching the database is
easy using drug name, manufacturer, author, publication date and/or keyword. We’ve even highlighted the
articles’ key sentences for you – making it easy to pinpoint exactly what you need. Registration is free, and
our optional e-mail alerts mean you can find out first about new articles relevant to your product as they
appear.
With reprint rights agreements with more publishers in more markets than any other company, we can also
supply quotes quickly and efficiently through our local representatives.

Relevance

Speed

Articles in the reprintsWarehouse.com
database have been selected for their
reprint potential, and are tagged with
drug name, manufacturer, publication
date and key sentence to improve your
search.

Medical reprints rights agreements
comprising more clinically relevant titles
than any other company in the world, we are
able to provide many quotes immediately
on request – or obtain permissions from the
publisher to ensure you receive the fastest
copyright compliant service available.

Efficiency

Consistent Quality

Search the reprintsWarehouse.com and
PubMed databases simultaneously for
comprehensive, targeted results.

Reprints are produced locally, where
possible, to reduce delivery costs plus
we offer high quality customization,
translation and production services.

Convenience

Value for Money

Set up a profile to receive weekly email
alerts containing relevant additions to
the database.

Our global network of representatives
can work on your behalf to consolidate
bulk orders for you and your colleagues
abroad to ensure lower pricing.

Local Service

Workflow Tools

It’s easy to request a quote for articles
of interest and receive pricing from a
reprintsWarehouse.com representative in
your local market.

As your exclusive reprint supplier
we could set up a company-specific
version of reprintsWarehouse.com to
help streamline your global purchasing
process.

For additional information, please contact: reprintswarehouse@springer.com +44 1829 772722

www.springerhealthcare.com

